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The Team
Sophie Dukes
Industrial Design

As a diverse student team of multiple majors and ages, the ImPrint
team was able to come together and support each other with our
unique skills and knowledge. Because of this we were able to
create a diverse yet focused project that addresses many
perspectives on our subject matter.

Kelly Ervin

Computer Science

Leah Thomas

Biomedical Engineering

Kaelum Hasler
Industrial Design

Brandon Medellin
Aerospace Engineering

Tim Loeschen

Creative Technologies
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Semester Plan of Action
In the Studio+ class, students are expected to create a self-driven project. Our team was assigned the topic of
“Distributed Design and Fabrication”. Through that concept, we began defining what that topic meant to each of us.
Because the project was expected to be driven by team members, we each set ourselves the task of coming back to
our next meeting with areas of research and opportunity that we were interested in. Our goal was to work on a
project that interested us as a team and that each member would be invested in able to produce research and
content for our work with our resources and time constraints. After a lot of discussion, we landed on the idea of a
micro-factory that could be easily distributed and that incorporated additive manufacturing.
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Refining Interests

Common Interests:
Sustainability

3D Printing

Housing

Furniture

Sustainability is one common
concept that each member
expressed interest in. We wanted
the project to have a positive
impact on a current global issue
and felt responsibility to create
a focus on improving this issue
through our project.

In discussion, 3D printing came
up several times. This method is
particularly ideal for perusing
sustainability because additive
manufacturing methods produce
very little waste material
compared to other manufacturing
methods.

The idea of exploring housing
through 3D printing was
expressed several times. It was
mentioned in the context of
emergency shelters, low income
housing, and even housing
construction accessories.

In terms of what could be printed,
we wanted to avoid printing knick
knacks with short life cycles.
Furniture came up as a useful
alternative to print that would
particularly apply to the school
setting.
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Concept Map
We used concept maps as opportunities
to express and organize our personal
ideas and interests after spending a week
researching concepts related to
distributed design and fabrication

Initial Concept
“For teaching K-12 students about sustainability in STEAM, this self-contained micro-factory system
involves waste collection, transformation, and repurposing that enables experiential learning to drive
school communities’ and future generations’ sustainable resource usage.”
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Defining Roles
Based on individual interests and skills, we worked together to create roles for each
team member with the understanding that these roles are fluid and team members
can pull weight where they see opportunity or interest.

Sophie

management, organization, form development,
some Adobe and CAD experience

Team Leader

Tim

Photoshop, creativity, open mindedness

Materials Research

Leah

CAD, organization, STEM education advocate

Educational Planning

Brandon

aerospace engineering, systems designing

Industry Outreach

Kaelum

CAD, manufacturing, product visualization

Resource Planning

Kelly

coding, computer system design, organization

Product Research and Design
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Decision Making
A Dictatorship
Early in the semester, the group discussed how we were going to work together effectively. It was concluded that
our team would run as a dictatorship with the team leader making necessary decisions as we went, supported by
group counsel as needed. This allowed the team to not have to wait on individual team members for progress to
be made, especially as classes moved online, and meetings became more specialized.

Team Expectations
The team agreed to support each other with enthusiasm/optimism, patience when needed, communication
(GroupMe quick responses), and access to each other’s resources through Google Drive and other means.
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The Problem
We are all suffering from excessive amounts of waste. Companies produce a lot, consumers buy a lot, and the
result is a global excess. Since the invention of plastic, manufacturing of the material has exponentially
increased, being used and disposed of on a daily basis, even though many plastics could be recycled. The
result is increased global warming, destruction of natural environments, and incentive for more plastic to be
produced.
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Statistics
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Outside Research: Sustainable Initiatives
Several companies have begun their own sustainable initiatives, validating the possibility of industry
changes as well as consumer interest.

Volvo

Walkers

UNESDA

P&G

NIKE

In partnership with the UN
Environment’s Clean Seas
campaign, Volvo created a new
version of an existing SUV but
with over 170 parts containing
recycled material. They have
reused more than 60kg of
materials.

Walkers has partnered with
recyclers TerraCycle to make it
easier to recycle their chip bags
by providing convenient drop off
locations for users to recycle the
chip bags.

In five years from now, UNESDA,
which represents the European
soft drinks industry, hopes to have
100% of soft drinks plastic
packaging to be recyclable with
PET bottles containing a
minimum of 25% recycled content
on average.

P&G is launching a new collection
of Head & Shoulders products
packaged in plastic that was
collected from beaches around
Europe and the material recycled
into their bottles.

NIKE states that they reuse more
than 90% of the waste from
materials used for our Air soles to
make new cushioning systems.
They also allow consumers to drop
off old shoes to be ground into
Nike Grind material, which used in
performance products and sport
surfaces.

Germany enacted a “producer pays” law in 1991, keeping manufacturers responsible for collecting, sorting, and
recycling packaging after consumers finish with it. Many similar laws were expanded to the whole European
Union in 1994. This is being initiated for some products in the US, including paint and carpets.
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Outside Research: Printing from Plastic
Below are some examples of designers using thermoplastics to 3D print items such as furniture,
benches, bowls, and speakers. Our goal is to take this niche technique and make it more accessible to
a wider range of people. This would provide more opportunity and incentive to recycle PET and PETG
plastics.

Nagami Design

The New Raw

Dirk Van Der Kooij
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Outside Research: What Can Be Printed
3D printing provides a lot of opportunity and applications. From fashion to medical gear to housing,
there is a lot to explore.

William Root’s Exo-Prosthetic Leg
Noa Raviv Sculptural Dress

Injector Head for
Ariane 6 Launcher

NASA Tools and Parts
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An Affordable Custom Home

Value Proposition
For teaching students about sustainability in science, technology,
engineering, art, and math (STEAM), this self-contained micro-factory
system involves waste collection, transformation, and repurposing that
enables experiential learning to drive sustainable resource usage for school
communities and future generations.
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Examining our Problem Space
The Zero Waste Lifestyle:
The zero waste lifestyle is a movement promoting trash
reduction. People who practice this lifestyle work hard to
eliminate all waste products. To most people, this may seem
unachievable considering how much trash individuals produce
on just a daily basis. How can we bridge the gap between
creating a more sustainable lifestyle while easily integrating
sustainable waste management into the current societal
standards and lifestyle?

The Plastic Bottle:
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There are already solutions for a lot of waste disposal/
reduction, including composting and recycling. However, few
plastic containers end up making it to recycling (and recycling
requires lot of energy for transportation). Single use PET plastic
bottles are commonly and widely used and take 450-1000 years
to fully degrade. That is why we are addressing PET bottles rather
than other waste in hopes of improving the recycling system for
these products and other PET plastic products.

Design/New
Technology

Sustainability

Education

To pursue the idea of distributed
design and fabrication, the ImPrint
team wanted to explore
technology in a way that has not
yet fully developed (yet is still feasible) while keeping desirability of
the system in mind. We wanted to
design an example of how this new
technology could impact various
communities, through an, easy-tomake, custom design that would
produce relevant and useful
products to the community.

Through discussion, our team
realized that sustainability was
brought to the table by almost
every group member as an interest.
This helped us land on our idea to
reduce waste by transforming it
into 3D printable material. While
researching 3D printing, we found
some variations of technology to fit
differing applications and decided
to explore the use of waste
materials to benefit localized
communities.

Due to the location of our team
and resources, we wanted to not
only educate ourselves on the
process of recycling plastic types 1
and 2 into finished 3D printed
products. But we also hoped to
introduce this idea of a closed
waste transformation system to a
local high school. The goal was to
work with potential users of the
system in an environment where
they might be interested in
learning the mechanics of the
machine, using the machine to
produce their own products, and
implementing their knowledge
into upkeep.

Influential Factors

As a group, we tended to share interests in new technology/design, sustainability,
and education.
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Initial 4 Quadrant Analysis
Viability
Proof of concept within schools can be scaled up to
industry and other communities
If this system can be successful within the school setting, then that can
prove that it’s likely it can be adapted to industry and company settings
with the same focus on developing a system particularly designed for
the identified community

Educating next generation in STEAM and sustainability
Because not all school systems have funding, resources, or incentive to
educate students in STEAM through hands-on learning, the micro-factory system would allow that education with the incentive of creating
unique physical products.

Feasibility
Access to shredders, extruders, and 3D printers
Luckily, Kaelum has many connections to research facilities and relevant faculty on campus. Because of this, we are likely to be able to
physically test and research 3D printing with water bottles.

Access to Blacksburg school system
Leah volunteers at local schools already to promote women in STEAM,
and both Kaelum and Tim have personal connections to the teachers at
local Blacksburg schools.
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Desirability
Providing low to no cost supplies to schools
We would be turning what would be waste into usable material to
create relevant products for the community would require only power
to run the machine.

Promoting STEAM education
Not every school has resources or incentive for promoting STEAM
education, but with a micro-factory system that allows students to
learn about 3D printing and the ability to create goods such as desk
chairs and tiles for school use, schools and students can both benefit.

Demonstrating resource reuse for industry
If students adapt to “recycling” their used plastics on a regular basis,
this can prove that the system can incentive reuse of resources in other
settings as well.

Sustainability
Eliminating plastic waste in schools
Plastic is used in many ways around the school environment and now
has the opportunity to be used as material.

Educating the next generation in resource reuse
The system we are proposing will provide hands-on learning
experiences supplemented by an informational website and potential
for CAD learning.

Primary Target and Market Application

Schools: Using plastic waste from the schools to teach kids about sustainability and STEAM
High Density, Low Income Areas: Manufacturing useful tools and products to reduce
the supply chain, teach new skills, and reduce the amount of waste

Space: Manufacturing parts on space stations using recycled thermoplastics, or using Martian
regolith and a portable additive manufacturing unit to print structures

Military: Recycling water bottles in remote areas into deployment tools and supplies (i.e. UAV
components, structures)

Localized Waste Management: Integrated into schools and communities to efficiently
transform materials into useful items onsite
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Why Schools?

3D Printed Violin

Our team decided to focus on implementing our solution in schools due
to our combined interests in promoting STEAM education and some
team members’ close relationship with the local schools. By educating 
K-12 students about the importance of sustainability and additive 
manufacturing, we can imprint a new set of ideals on the next 
generation. 
STEM Education:

Hands-on, experiential learning is vital to encouraging students to pursue STEM. Teaching kids how to
use our micro-factory would help students learn fundamental STEM skills such as spatial
visualization, prototyping, and drafting. They would be able to design products and learn the
fundamentals of assembling parts to create simple machines. Not only would the micro-factory teach
valuable skills, but it is also designed to be fun and appealing to kids. The clear windows allow
students to watch the whole 3D printing process, making it more interactive. The companion gamified
app encourages healthy competition between students.

Plastic Waste:

On average in the US, disposable school lunches generate 67 pounds of waste per school year. That
equates to more than 30,000 pounds of waste for an average-sized middle school student. If the
plastic waste could be gathered from the school and used to create new things, then students would
soon adopt the mindset of repurposing waste. Teaching this to children from a young age would make
it easier for them to carry it on into the future.
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Camera Lens

Chair

Reaching Our Goals
With our micro-factory system we hope to encourage large-scale, community-driven, recycling, creation of
high-quality, locally-sourced objects, increased community awareness of and proficiency in distributed design
and fabrication, and application of sustainable waste transformation in large-scale industry settings.

Initial Semester Goals

Updated Semester Goals

Final Semester Goals

1. Determine scale of items produced

1. Create detailed CAD model

1. Create detailed CAD model

2. Determine materials to be used

2. Consider integration into school
setting

2. Consider integration into school
setting

3. Create and refine material
preparation process (trash to useful
objects)

3. Create and refine material
preparation process (trash to useful
objects)

4. Coordinate with school for ‘Demo
Day’

4. Develop companion web
application

5. Determine industry applications for
micro-factory

5. Illustrate industry applications for
micro-factory

6. Demonstrate capabilities to school
and industry

6. Demonstrate capabilities to school
and industry

3. Create and refine material
preparation process (trash to useful
objects)
4. Plan and create portable microfactory system
5. Coordinate with school for ‘Demo
Day’
6. Determine industry applications for
micro-factory
7. Demonstrate capabilities to school
and industry
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Timeline
Other materials research
Make sure all the machines/
tools needed are ordered
Continue sourcing materials
Update design based on PDR
feedback
Schedule demonstration with
local school
Determine which tools/
machines needed
Create and refine preliminary
design
Receive feedback on
preliminary design
Start sourcing materials

Draft critical design
Start system assembly and
testing
Receive feedback on critical
design from Akshay

PDR

(primary design review)

Reach out to schools
Materials testing/research
(water bottles)
Meet with Dr. Williams and
visit Dreamlabs
Get feedback from Elaine
MacDonald (Boeing)
Research tools/machines to
build/purchase
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Classes Move Online
Make CAD designs for
printed products
Make diagrams for entire
system

CDR

(critical design review)

Continue system assembly +
testing
Get critical design feedback
from Elaine MacDonald
Refine critical design based
on feedback
Regroup and redefine goals
Film CDR presentation

Define app contents
Analyze CDR feedback
Begin work on concept
drawings
Update design based on CDR
feedback
Continue assembly + testing

Web app check in
Business model workshop

Web app ideation
Process book check in
Concept drawings check in

Make final design changes
based on feedback
Prep for school demo
Have nearly finalized product
+ process

Film final presentation
Web app completion
Complete process book
Prep for expo

Prep for PRR
Receive feedback from Elaine
+ Akshay

PRR

(product readiness review)

ORR

(optimal readiness review)

Plan school demo
Secure all materials and
machines for demo day

School demonstration
Final design revisions
Prep for ORR

Have a start on statistics for
process book
Process book workshop

Concept drawing completion
Process book final critique

May Expo
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The Process Compared
Compared with other similar printing processes, the micro-factory process eliminates some unneeded steps in the printing process.
First and foremost is transportation (not mentioned in the charts). We hope to have the micro-factory available in many different
communities. In many cases, this eliminates large transportation costs along with the pollution associated with that. Also, with
shredded plastic being vacuumed directly to the extruder to be melted into filament, we remove the extra process of extruding
filament or using pellets. This makes the process more community focused and environmentally sustainable.
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Grinding Plastic

We created a DIY shredder out of a CD Shredder. We shredded PET Plastic bottles into
flakes multiple times to get the grain size small enough to flow through the extruder
on the robot arm.
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3D Printing
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We printed many test layers in order to finalize our proper settings for printing. We
came upon a layer printed at 260C and a layer height of 6mm with a width of 14mm.
This produced the least amount of warp in the initial layer. Remote learning caused
the lab facilities to close which prevented us from printing more.

“Vending Machine
Form” Concepts

The 3D printing micro-factory could be implemented in the form of a
vending machine - a design less intimidating to approach that is
associated with small exchanges. This design would allow the microfactory to fit through doorways and into smaller rooms, which makes it
an easy addition to existing facilities.
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The Basics
The micro-factory interior features a shredder, printer, and vacuum for transporting the
pellets within the interior. The opening is located at a comfortable standing level and
the height of the printer space allows for taller prints.

Opening

Vacuum for pellets

Shredder

Pellet storage
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Printer

Initial Concept
The large rounded edges of the machine and its dark tinted doors were
inspired by retro-futurism of the late 50’s and early 60’s.
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The Final Design
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Old Version

Interactive touch screen

Wheels to help in accessing
the insertion window

New Version

Large handles for easy access

No sharp corners to run into

The micro-factory was redesigned so that both doors are accessible from the same side. This allows the machine to be
pushed against a wall while maintaining full accessibility. The door on the left is where plastic waste is placed inside the
machine. Internally, this plastic is shredded, stored, and prepped for movement to the end effector. On the right side of the
machine, the part is printed using the flakes. The user can upload files using the USB ports on the front of the machine and
use the touch screen to view and monitor prints.
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Adjusting to Virtual
Meetings
After spring break, a lot of changes occurred.
Due to the outbreak of Covid 19, Virginia Tech
implemented remote learning. As a team that
had been regularly meeting in person, this was
an abrupt change. To avoid a lack of progress
during this time, the team began meeting a few
times a week virtually, communicating through
our group chat, and updating our “Tasks and
Responsibilities page” on Google Drive to keep
team members on track. However, with changing
schedules and focuses, creative solutions were
needed. Content work had to be done outside of
meeting times, specialized meetings were held,
and roles became more defined.
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Content and Role Changes
Updated Value Proposition
For further integrating the use of recycled materials into manufacturing
and everyday life, this self-contained micro-factory system with
companion mobile application involves waste collection,
transformation, and repurposing that encourages communities’ and
future generations’ sustainable resource usage through rewards-based
recycling.

Sophie
team leader, app design

Tim
product visualization

Leah
product research and design

Updated Semester Deliverables

Brandon
product research and design

A defined process for converting recycled materials (specifically
water bottles) into 3D printable material
A companion application prototype to show how the user would
interact with the machine and log recycled materials
Extensions of this system into other application areas and industries

Kaelum
materials testing and research

Kelly
app design

Statistics on total energy and environmental costs of recycling
locally vs. acquiring new products
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Updated Value Proposition
For further integrating the use of recycled materials into
manufacturing and everyday life, this self-contained micro-factory system
with companion web application involves waste collection,
transformation, and repurposing that enables experiential learning to drive
sustainable resource usage for school communities and future generations.
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Viability

Updated Decision Matrix

Accessible parts and an enclosed system
The micro-factory is constructed with commercial off the shelf products to ensure reliable functionality and ease of repair. In addition, the
system complies with laws and policies regarding energy usage and
plastic processing (fumes, byproducts, etc.).

Desirability

Requires clean bottles

3D printing with thermoplastics has been done and can
be modified for the micro-factory

While the system won’t fall apart if one bottle still has a label attached,
the bottles should be cleaned beforehand. This could be a potential
barrier.

Supporting a sustainable future
By incentivizing recycling and educating younger generations on
sustainable practices, we hope to encourage self awareness with waste
practices.

Feasibility
All parts used in the micro-factory can be produced
Through designing and putting together a bill of materials for this
project, we can confirm that each part can be manufactured and
purchased.

The system uses a system of readily available resources
for support
The micro-factory runs on power from the buildings it is located in, and
uses the standard single use water bottles that are widely available.

A trained maintenance person will provide upkeep
For each micro-factory, a maintenance person will be required. They
can both educate others and upkeep the micro-factory.

In the Bill of Materials, a larger extruder is featured, which can
accommodate for printing directly from plastic flakes. This was tested at
the Research and Demonstration Facility on Virginia Tech’s campus. In
addition, PET plastics can be found around the world in water bottles.

The micro-factory provides easy educational tool
Along with the web application, the micro-factory system provides an
ideal opportunity for students to learn about additive manufacturing
and even CAD work. The small footprint of the factory allows for easy
integration into existing institutions.

Sustainability
Increasing product life cycles
The micro-factory itself is made with commonly manufactured parts
that can be easily interchangeable. The users and maintenance person
will also be able to provide upkeep and provide educational
opportunities.

Incentivizing material reuse and tracking users
User experiences can be tracked based on web app use and can then
be analyzed based on areas or schools that use it more often. User
experience can be customized with new 3D printer projects found
online or created by students and teachers.
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App Introduction
The team decided on an app to help support the goal of creating a
closed loop system that would support and encourage use of the
micro-factory. This app would help us solve questions such as where
users can easily find the micro-factories, how we can create incentive
to use them, and how we can potentially analyze and keep statistics of
successful local systems.
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Deciding on a Web App
Keeping with the idea of pursuing the particular school
setting as a primary example of our system, we made
the decision to create a web app instead of a mobile
app. Students in elementary and middle schools are
not likely to have access to a mobile phone, yet many
school systems now provide laptops to their students.
We decided to take advantage of this information to
work within the school setting and create educational
depth to the application. The change is consistent with
our goal to use education as a means to emphasize and
implement sustainable thinking.
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A Supportive Web Application
https://ervinkellym.github.io/ImPrint/Home.html
We created a prototype of a companion web application to pair with the
micro-factory in the school setting in order to incentivize micro-factory
usage and to serve as an educational aid. It features a project gallery of
items that can be printed (and the ability to upload your own), collection
statistics, a learning center, and administrative page (for scheduling
prints).
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Keeping Track
We decided to use a lot of bright colors and photos to create a very
visual experience that would be engaging for users of all ages. The
graphs provide an opportunity for student learning, and the
student/class statistics create intensive.
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Learning Center
The learning center details how the micro-factory
works and provides additional learning resources.
Specific school protocols could be an addition to this
page.

Link to code repository:
https://github.com/ervinkellym/ImPrint
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Risk Analysis
Technical Risk:
1. RDF robot arm and extruder print defective products
2. Safety features fail
3. Internal components fail to work
		
Schedule Risk:
1. Order times for specialized parts/machines can be
several weeks or months
2. Takes too much time to collect and wash all of the plastic
3. Does not comply with laws and policies regarding
energy usage and plastic processing
		
Cost Risk:
1. School systems do not have the funds to purchase a
micro-factory
2. It costs more to recycle plastic using the micro-factory
compared to traditional plastic manufacturing
3. Initial sunken costs are high before educational payoff
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Bill of Materials

We compiled our primary Bill of Materials while attempting to make a prototype. When we had to
change gears halfway through the semester we switched to conceptual prototyping. We believe as a
young startup we would be unable to order many of these in bulk and at a discount. So, these prices
would be accurate for our first few years of operation

A large extruder is
essential to be able to
use shredded plastic
flakes as filament

This 3D printer
would provide the
micro-factory the ability
to print larger scaled
items

A reliable motor
for the shredding is
required for regular use
when shredding
plastics
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Total: $3,412.08

Costs and Forecasts
Derived from BoM & Rendyr Inc. Costs & Forecasts
Costs & Forecasts:
Derived from BoM & Rendyr Inc. Costs & Forecasts
Initial cost of creating a hardware prototyping lab: $25k
(3D printers, CNC milling machines, thermoformer, laser cutter, paint booth, sandblaster, tables, chairs, shelves)
Cost of creating 10 prototypes: $35K
(10 x $3412.98)
Recurring monthly Costs:
Rent: $430
Insurance: $80
Software Services (website, slack, drive, issue tracking/task manager): $40
Internet: $25
Payroll (3-6 employees): $2-4K
Monthly burn rate: $3-5k
Sales:
Cost per machine: $3415
Sale price: $17,000
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Business Model
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Experience Rendering

We created a series of product renderings featured in targeted settings
for ideal productivity. One of the areas we found in the public sector that
maximized the micro-factory’s productivity and benefits was in the
public educational system. A larger model could be used for wide
public access, larger fabrication, and would still accommodate the
working dimensions of the school’s interior.
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The School Setting
The ImPrint micro-factory could be a common fixture in future schools. The combined impact of
providing experiential STEM learning to students and advancing sustainability practices by using
plastic waste would make it incredibly useful to school systems. The fun and interactive elements
make it engaging to the students and encourages them to continually use it.

In a study done on
waste from public
schools in Minnesota, it
was found that 28% of
school waste, by weight,
could be recycled

According to the US
census, the number of
students nationwide
enrolled in school was 76.4
million in 2017, which is
almost 25% of the overall
population

From 2009 to 2015,
STEM occupations grew
by 10.5%, which is well
over average rate, and this
number excludes positions
within the arts field, such
as graphic and web
design
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The Military Setting
PET plastics are the most common type of waste found on battlefields. It’s difficult to dispose of
garbage without incinerating it, which can result in acting as a signal to where they are and it is
extremely harmful to the environment. Many military bases have 3D printers, however, it can take
up to a month for the filament to be restocked. Utilizing plastic waste to repurpose into
replacement parts as needed on the field would decrease the need for constant resupplying and
would cut costs. Having all of the equipment in a self-contained micro-factory would also make it
more space-efficient and transportable.

Burn pits were
widely used for the
disposal of mixed wastes
Afghanistan, which releases
many dangerous toxins in
the air and causing various
respiratory illnesses and
cancer

Military bases generate a
large amount of
hazardous materials,
including thousands of
pounds of toxic powder.

Supplying troops with
mission-critical items, like
printing refills, can take
weeks
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The High Density, Low Income Setting
Having an ImPrint micro-factory in a high-density, low-income setting could be vastly helpful in
eliminating waste to create useful products that could help the community. An emphasis would
be placed on advancing the skills of local people, training them to operate the micro-factory, and
encouraging them to evolve their own designs to meet their needs. This could create job
opportunities and positive economic developments.

In low-income
countries, over 90% of
waste is mismanaged

Lack of waste
management systems
these communities, lead to
greater flooding, health
issues, traffic
issues, and more

People can suffer from
diarrhea, respiratory
infections such as coughs
and colds, skin diseases,
and infections impacting
the kidneys and liver due to
an insufficient waste
management system
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The Space Setting
The ImPrint micro-factory would be a very useful asset to fabricate replacement parts for
spacecrafts. It is not feasible to resupply replacements parts from earth or to pack all of the extra
parts. Being able to use existent waste would be an extremely sustainable way to manufacture
parts on-demand. The micro-factory is also completely self-contained and compact, which would
make it easy to fit in the limited space.

Four astronauts
can generate 2,500
kilograms of waste
during a yearlong
mission

“Recycling in space
and repurposing all or
as much of the mass
that we launch up to
space is key for
sustainable longduration space travel”
- Anne Meier, NASA

On the International
Space Station, waste is
manually processed by
placing it into bags then
loading it onto a
designated vehicle for
short term storage
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Recommendations/Potential Improvements
Material Usage

Currently, single use bottles use a different type of plastic for the body and cap. In the future, bottles could use the same kind of recyclable
plastic for the bottle as well as the lid with an easily removable or printed/embossed label. If this type of bottle became the norm, then the entire
bottle could be processed for recycling.

Packaging

Packaging comprises 80% of landfills. The plastic in landfills is a nuisance but has a huge potential from a materials and manufacturing point
of view. The challenge is not to just do something with existing waste but to eradicate it at source. Companies, like P&G, are exploring refillable
packaging options for FMCGs (fast-moving consumer goods), one of the major contributors to post-consumer waste.

Labeling

The labels we place on boxes and bottles not only make it difficult to recycle but also adds one extra step in the recycling process.
We recommend an incentive based policy that encourages manufacturers to design packaging specifically for recycling. We have plenty of DIY
examples but what if recycling became part of the packaging design process.

Education and Awareness

Our micro-factory project will increase awareness of the current single use plastic life cycle. In order to discourage single-use plastic usage,
communities should make it more expensive to dispose of usable material. Communities would ideally explore incentivizing material reuse as
opposed to disposal and recycling. Currently, there are many example of implementation of this policy in metro areas globally.

Industry-Wide Consortium

Cooperation is key to help us tackle this issue of plastic waste. The industry partners for the Calhoun Honors Program have the opportunity to
take a lead in creation of a consortium that helps the next generation envision a zero-waste society.
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Team Support
Akshay Sharma
Associate Professor and chair of industrial design, Akshay Sharma is passionate about using design as
a catalyst for positive change. He has led multidisciplinary student teams looking at issues related to
social impact. He has supported this team with overall project suggestions, process book support, and
encouragement.

Elaine MacDonald
Elaine MacDonald has worked as a Structural Analysis Engineer and a Materials and Processes
Engineer at Boeing, focusing on hypersonic applications and additive manufacturing of metals. Her
enthusiasm and interest in 3D printing applications has provided the team with guidance and
encouragement.

Christopher Williams
Christopher B. Williams is Professor and Electro Mechanical Corporation Faculty Fellow in the
Department of Mechanical Engineering at Virginia Tech. He is the Director of the Design, Research, and
Education for Additive Manufacturing Systems (DREAMS) Laboratory and Associate Director of the
Macromolecules Innovation Institute (MII). Dr. Williams has provided valuable insight and resources for
3D printing topics and sustainable initiatives on the Virginia Tech campus.

Jennifer Russel
Dr. Russell works in the area of circular economy and sustainability, the flows of materials and energy
within economic consumption-production systems and strategies for slowing and closing material
loops. Her research includes computational modeling to quantify the opportunities and implications
of increased adoption of reuse, repair, refurbishment, remanufacturing, and recycling within
consumption- production systems. She has supported the team with valuable research advice.
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Kaelum’s Project Reflection
My experience in Studio Plus this past semester has been very unique and has taught me things I did not expect
on my first day of the class. Although I feel I have learned many of the prescribed course objectives, because of the
nature of the course, I have experienced the unique benefits of semester-long teamwork. When a team gets an
extended amount of time to work together, they pick up on each other’s strengths and are better able to
communicate, make a decision, and delegate tasks. This has taught me and I think all of us the most efficient ways
of working and communication and the tools that facilitate those things. I was initially disappointed in the lack of
physical modelmaking or prototyping touted and advertised by the course, as I feel that it is a vital component of
hardware development, but in the end, none of that really mattered because of the pandemic. This course has also
allowed me to witness and learn from my methods of working from home as Covid-19 has caused some serious
restrictions no travel and movement during this semester. I found the avid engagement and constant helpful
feedback of mentors and faculty partners to be highly beneficial to our project and decision-making process.
Professor Sharma helped us with our teamwork and directions early on and Professor Williams helped us refine our
data and research into prior art. I am very proud of our team and our accomplishments this semester despite the
obvious challenges.
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Leah’s Project Reflection
Being in Studio+ was an incredible opportunity that I’m very glad I was able to able to experience. Oftentimes, I
feel as if I’m trapped in an engineering bubble, so it was quite refreshing to work in a multidisciplinary team where
everybody was able to bring their strengths to the table to best serve the team. We quickly learned to work well
together and I was happily surprised by everyone’s strong worth ethic. Presenting our concept to the industry
partners was intimidating initially, but their encouragement and feedback were extremely helpful in motivating
our team to work better and keep improving our idea. We faced challenges and setbacks when our plans to build
a prototype were not approved, however, I was proud of the resilience that each of us showed. The shift to remote
learning was another major setback, but we quickly learned to adjust and communicate with one another to
successfully complete our work. I am very proud of the work my team has accomplished and I am grateful that I
was able to work with each of them this semester.
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Kelly’s Project Reflection
Studio+ was a very different experience from most of my classes, and I am very grateful for the variety in my
learning experience. I was apprehensive about working with an assigned team of entirely different people that I
hadn’t met. However, I was pleasantly surprised by how well we meshed together and how quickly we were able
to get into a proper workflow. We had a surprising amount of overlapping interests, which helped us to define our
desired project very quickly and to maintain the same priorities throughout the semester. As a software engineer,
I had never designed a physical system before. I am incredibly grateful for the opportunity to work on a project so
far outside of my typical realm. There are a few things I would change about Studio+ if given the chance. At the
beginning of the semester, we spent a lot of class time going over lectures about how to run a project instead of
working on our projects. I feel that the best way to learn is by doing. So, I often thought that the lectures got in
the way. If lectures had been interspersed throughout the semester, then I feel like I would have found them more
useful and that my team would have been able to make more consistent progress. I was also confused by the
professors. Many times, our team received conflicting information from different professors. We were often
confused about things like budget, assignment specifications, and project direction. I very much enjoyed my
experience in Studio+, but I feel that that experience could be much improved with more spread out lectures and
more coordination between professors. I think the Studio+ course has a lot of promise and will grow and develop
in the coming years; I only wish I weren’t graduating so that I could continue with my team’s project in future
iterations of the course!
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Sophie’s Project Reflection
During Studio+ this semester, I got to work with an academically diverse group of students to begin a project that
covers several different aspects of creating a new system. I didn’t expect the team to work so successfully,
knowing that often there are people who struggle with motivation or voicing their opinions. However, I was
surprised at how each of us got to showcase our own skills and interests within the same project to help support
our idea in ways that didn’t detract from it but rather further developed it. It was validating to hear interest in our
project from professors and industry professionals, considering I’m still a sophomore student with lots more to
learn. Many professors came to us with useful insight and guidance. While sometimes the feedback was a little
contradicting, it helped show me how professionals and professors do sometimes have differing perspectives, and
that’s likely how many research projects or proposals function. Personally, the areas that I’ve grown in this semester
include public speaking (I had never used a microphone), collaboration among people of varying areas of
expertise, more time management skills, and how to effectively and efficiently run meetings (thanks to class
moving online). I would have liked to have had the opportunity to build a physical prototype, so I could
develop my building skills and get a better sense of the physical challenges the micro-factory might have. Before
this semester, I was intimidated to work with engineers, thinking they might have more knowledge about how
things might work and come together, but now I learned that we just have different pockets of knowledge, and
while I might have more of an idea on the desirability or sustainability side of the 4 quadrants, other team
members have better understanding of the viability and feasibility. In the future, I think it might be beneficial to
have a business major on our team, to get an ever fuller picture of the marketability of our system, but with the
help of a professor, we were able to come up with some promising numbers. I’m glad I had this experience to work
with our team, and I’m surprised how we were able to develop our project despite being in quarantine.
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Brandon’s Project Reflection
I thought Studio+ was very different from the typical classroom setting. Students are rarely tasked to create
something of their own, and we were able to do that in Studio+. However, for future courses, I would suggest a few
changes. I think that designating a topic for each team is fine, there should be some constraints that students need
to work with. The lectures on design and systems thinking and other topics should be removed. I think it would
be more beneficial to let the teams discover what they had overlooked overtime, and throughout those failures
the team would learn the key parts to different ways of approaching the problem. The presentations should have
only one requirement, “Convince me why I should invest in your team over others.” The presentations should not all
have the same underlying structure. Let the students think of creative ways to get their point across and naturally
students will discover the best methods to so. The most fun day I had in this class was the day we got to me up
with our team and just brainstorm ideas that we had and built off each other. The best part of the class was
learning about the unique skills that each of my team members had. Seeing the things that they could do, and that
I could not was humbling and inspiring.
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